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Hyundai Accent problems and issues StartMyCar
December 25th, 2019 - Check engine light My car has problems with engine Can driving your car without an ad belt damage anything Hyundai Accent 2008 Hyundai accent gl Car chugs no power then gets going does this between 1 3rd gear engine light flashes now on all time Hyundai checked car cleared faults said everything tested normal 10 minutes down the
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2008 Hyundai Veracruz Check Engine Light On 1 Complaints
December 19th, 2019 - The 2008 Hyundai Veracruz has 1 problems reported for check engine light on Average failure mileage is 170 000 miles
What Does It Mean When My Hyundai s check Engine Light
December 27th, 2019 - A Hyundai s check engine light comes on when the onboard diagnostic system detects a problem that can effect the way the engine runs The check engine light has a code associated with it explaining why the light came on Mechanics and car dealerships have scanners to read these codes and tell you what is wrong

hyundai engine light is blinking now Motor Vehicle
December 26th, 2019 - engine light is blinking now Ask Question Asked 4 years Regardless of what happened with the oil a flashing check engine light CEL almost always means there is a problem with a cylinder firing My 2008 Hyundai Accent is misfiring on two cylinders bad gas 2

2008 Hyundai Accent check engine light Maintenance
November 6th, 2019 - check engine light came on 2008 Hyundai Accent check engine light Maintenance Repairs hyundai accent Cathy09 August 22 2018 11 31pm 1 check engine light came on what to do Mustangman August 22 2018 8 36pm 2 First check to make sure your gas cap is in place and tight If it

P0456 HYUNDAI EVAP Emission System Leak Detected Very
December 24th, 2019 - Cost of diagnosing the P0456 HYUNDAI code Labor 1 0 The cost of diagnosing the P0456 HYUNDAI code is 1 0 hour of labor The auto repair labor rates vary by location your vehicle s make and model and even your engine type Most auto repairs shops charge between
75 and 150 per hour

**How to replace the check engine light bulb**
December 19th, 2019 - How to replace the check engine light bulb Answered by a verified Hyundai Mechanic We use cookies to give you the best possible experience on our website I ve changed the brake switch on my Hyundai Accent The only brake light working is the middle light

**How to reset the check engine light for an 2006 Hyundai**
December 11th, 2019 - How to reset the check engine light for an 2006 Hyundai Tucson 48 000 kms Answer Save 7 Answers Relevance 2 Lv 5 The check engine light on indicates the engine computer detects problem in engine Power window problems on 2013 Hyundai Accent My car charger will not charge in my car

**2008 automatic Hyundai Accent gets stuck in 3rd gear and**
November 27th, 2019 - Hello I have a 2008 Hyundai Accent with automatic transmission and have been having issues with the car getting stuck in 3rd gear the rpm goes way up and won t shift and the check engine light is on

**How can I Reset my Check Engine Light Hyundai Azera 3 8**
December 2nd, 2019 - How can I reset my check engine light Try CARBON CLEANING Decarbonization cleans your engine in 30 minutes Preventive engine cleaning enables you to restore engine parts rather than replacing them thereby saving vehicle owners on costly parts such as a new
check engine light 2008 hyundai accent code won't pull
December 17th, 2019 - check engine light 2008 hyundai accent code won't pull My check engine light came on yesterday it's steady and the car drives fine I took it to a shop to just pull the code and they said it wouldn't pull

SOLVED I have a 2008 hyundai accent My check engine
November 4th, 2019 - 2008 hyundai accent automatic 117000 miles check engine light came one and it started losing power to point it would not budge at all fuel light was on too but even after putting gas in it there was

What could be wrong when the check indicator light is on
December 11th, 2019 - A blinking or flashing check engine light in any Hyundai is indicative of a misfire taking place It could be due to a faulty ignition coil leaky ignition wires or bad or worn spark plugs Asked in Check Engine Light Hyundai Accent Ford F 150

What to do when Check Engine light comes on 2008 Hyundai
November 24th, 2019 - As Roy said you are under warranty If the Check Engine Light Service Engine Soon light illuminates while you are driving the car's on board computer sees a fault in the engines management system that is causing an excess amount of pollutants to be emitted from your car
Engine Light Is On 2006 2011 Hyundai Accent What to Do
December 21st, 2019 - A check engine light can indicate a broad spectrum of problems with your 2010 Hyundai Accent. In some cases you need to pull over immediately to prevent damage while in others you merely need to tighten your gas cap next time you stop in order to reset the service engine soon light.

Check Engine Light FREE Car Repair Help
December 26th, 2019 - 1999 Toyota Camry P0773 The car is running fine but the check engine light is on with a P0773 code. 2008 Hyundai Sonata P0011 Check Engine Code The oil has been replaced but the P0011 code returned. 2003 Chevrolet Tahoe P0135 O2 Sensor Code I replaced all the sensors but the P0135 code is still there.

Hyundai Check Engine Light Question
December 23rd, 2019 - You are here Check Engine Light Home gt Hyundai Check Engine Light Questions amp Answers Hyundai Check Engine Light Questions This page will list all the Check Engine Light questions and answers asked of us pertaining to Hyundai vehicles. Some Hyundai models include Accent Sonata Santa Fe Tiburon and others.

My Check Engine Light came on 2011 Hyundai Accent accen
December 23rd, 2019 - If however the Check Engine Light starts blinking it means the condition is severe enough to do damage to the catalyst and you need to stop right away. A professional mechanic such as one from YourMechanic will be able to scan and read the codes determine why the Check...
Engine Light is on and suggest needed repairs

What causes the check engine light to come on in my 2008 December 22nd, 2019 - Can be anything amongst the hundreds of issues that can occur in cars That being said you may be able to find something more relevant on Hyundai owners’ blogs such as Hyundai Forums Hyundai Forum There are plenty of such blogs just google a

Check Engine Light On Problems of Hyundai Accent December 21st, 2019 - The contact owns a 2008 Hyundai Accent The contact stated that the check engine light remained illuminated continuously The vehicle was taken to the dealer over nine times for the failure The dealer stated each time it was a different default code whenever it was being repaired

3 Complaints 2008 Hyundai Accent Engine Problems December 21st, 2019 - The 2008 Hyundai Accent has 3 NHTSA complaints for the engine at 64 667 miles average CarComplaints com Car complaints car problems and Air bag light stays on and car cannot be inspected Also check engine light stays on Removed passenger and driver seats to check sensors wires but did not solve the problem Mechanicsville VA

2008 Hyundai Accent Check Engine Light Engine Mechanical December 20th, 2019 - Engine Mechanical problem 2008 Hyundai Accent 4 cyl Automatic 47070 miles My check engine light just came on in my car I took it to get an oil changed and the light checked they usually do it for free
Hyundai Airbag Light Troubleshooting Guide
December 25th, 2019 - Before you start troubleshooting the airbag light on your Hyundai we recommend that you verify with your Hyundai dealer to check if your vehicle is still under warranty. If your Hyundai is still under warranty, your dealer may repair your car free of charge.

How to Reset Hyundai Airbag Light

Hyundai Accent Questions Check Engine Light CarGurus
December 20th, 2019 - Interesting stuff. 2011 Hyundai Accent. Same problem about two months ago. Check engine light comes on and I lost a lot of power, sputtering, etc. Did the gas cap thing right away just tightened, not replaced and it worked fine right away. Now it started sputtering again today. Check engine light on again.

Check engine light knock sensor Car Talk Community
December 25th, 2019 - I have a 2012 Hyundai Accent. The check engine light came on. The code read knock sensor. Before I could get it into a shop, it went off. It didn't come back for 11 months. When it did come back, the same code was read. Again, it went off the following day before it could be looked at and hasn't been seen since.

P0455 HYUNDAI EVAP Emission System Leak Detected Large
December 27th, 2019 - P0455 HYUNDAI Meaning. This diagnosis detects leaks in the Evaporative Emission System EVAP purge line using engine intake manifold vacuum. If pressure does not increase
the Engine Control Module ECM will check for leaks in the line between the fuel tank and EVAP canister purge volume control solenoid valve under the following vacuum test.

2008 Hyundai Accent Engine And Engine Cooling Problems
December 3rd, 2019 - The contact owns a 2008 Hyundai Accent The contact stated that the check engine light remained illuminated continuously The vehicle was taken to the dealer over nine times for the failure The dealer stated each time it was a different default code whenever it was being repaired.

What to do about your check engine light Faulkner Hyundai
December 26th, 2019 - You can depend on the Faulkner Hyundai service team of knowledgeable technicians to get to the root of your check engine problem and possibly save lots of money on unnecessary parts If your check engine light is on and you want to find out what the problem is contact Faulkner Hyundai s service department to schedule a diagnostic test.

Why Is My Hyundai Check Engine Light On
December 26th, 2019 - The warning symbol that many drivers fear however is the check engine light If your check engine light comes on in your Hyundai you probably want to know why The reason this warning is so dreaded by drivers is because it presents only a vague idea of why the light actually turned on Thankfully we’re here to help you out.

What causes the check engine light to come on in a Hyundai
December 27th, 2019 - The check engine light comes on because your car s computer the device that
controls what mixture of fuel and air goes into the engine along with a couple other aspects of the car's behavior concluded something is not right. It gets data from dif.

**Why is My Check Engine Light On Milton Hyundai**
December 27th, 2019 - In any case if the check engine light is on in your car it's time to schedule a service appointment. At our service centre we have factory trained technicians who can easily check and diagnose what's behind your check engine light message at a cost that is nearly always lower than a private garage.

**2008 Hyundai Accent Engine Problems CarComplaints.com**
December 11th, 2019 - The 2008 Hyundai Accent has 3 NHTSA complaints for the engine at 64,667 miles. Also check engine light stays on. Removed passenger and driver seats to check sensors wires but did not solve the problem. Mechanicsville VA USA. Add Complaint problem 2 Apr 04 2016. Accent 116,500 miles. The contact owns a 2008 Hyundai Accent. While the...

**TrueDelta Hyundai Accent engine Problems**
December 17th, 2019 - See real world Hyundai Accent engine problems and repair histories as reported by other Hyundai Accent owners. Check engine light on again 2008 Hyundai Accent 4dr Sedan 110 horsepower 1 6L I4 5 speed manual FWD 85560 mi C 150.

**2008 Hyundai Accent Engine Light My Engine Light Came on**
December 13th, 2019 - 2008 Hyundai Accent engine light. SARAHMACKENZIE1 MEMBER 2008 If the
check engine light came on you need to have the computer scanned Engine Mechanical Problem
2008 Hyundai Accent 4 Cyl Automatic 47070 Miles My Check Engine Light Just Came On In My Car

**Hyundai Accent Check Engine Light Diagnosis amp Testing Cost**
December 23rd, 2019 - A Hyundai Accent Check Engine Light Diagnosis amp Testing costs between 88 and 111 on average Get a free detailed estimate for a repair in your area

**P0328 code 2008 Hyundai Accent accent used cars sensors**
December 26th, 2019 - If the knock sensor fails or there is an issue with the wiring the code may be set off You also mention that the Check Engine Light was not on If the Check Engine Light was not on but a trouble code was still found then either the code is pending and not yet verified or the computer may be defective

**2008 hyundai accent sputter check engine light will**
May 27th, 2019 - Have a 2008 hyundai accent Occasionaly when starting from a stop the engine will seem sputter and the check engine light will blink If I come to a complete stop and restart slowly it seems to even out and do ok It doesnt do this all the time just seems to do it if engine has just gotten to operating temp

**2008 Accent Check Engine Light and Check Fuel Cap Light**
November 19th, 2019 - Discuss 2008 Accent Check Engine Light and Check Fuel Cap Light in the alt autos hyundai forum at Car Dealer Forums Hi I have a new 2008 accent and after 4300 km s the
Hyundai Accent Questions check engine light on 2009
June 8th, 2013 - check engine light on 2009 accent Codes show 1 and 3 cylinder my engine cooling fans wont come on and my hyundai accent hatchback 2008 is sputtering and check engine light is on 8 Answers my engine cooling fans wont come on and my hyundai accent hatchback 2008 is sputtering and check engine light is on 2008 Hyundai Accent GS 2 Door

TrueDelta 2008 Hyundai Accent engine Problems
November 23rd, 2019 - 2008 Hyundai Accent Engine Problems See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs To see how frequently 2008 Hyundai Accent problems occur check out our car reliability stats

How do I turn off the CHECK ENGINE light on my Hyundai
December 20th, 2019 - I took my Hyundai 1 5 CDX to the several garages They have done diagnostic tests but could not find any problem in this car and they have turned off CHECK ENGINE light by deleting it from the memory It stayed off for few hours and came back again Now this light flickers and stayed I have also used the battery disconnection method but

Hyundai Accent Questions Check Engine Light amp Gas Cap
December 19th, 2019 - Check Engine Light amp Gas Cap Indicator Thank you I have 2006 Hyundai Accent I have the problem of Engine check light I have already changed PCV valve get one coil
changed and sparkplug changed my 2007 Hyundai accent just had ck engine light come on today

**Hyundai Accent Check engine light causes and solutions**

December 22nd, 2019 - Hyundai after having service clearing faults and checking all connections etc they finally decide to change spark plugs and we'll surprise it's fixed the cost of a service and 3 hours to work out hey it's the spark plugs not impressed hyundai service centre money grabbing that's all they are never going back for their servicing again 85 spark

**Hyundai Accent Hyundai Forums**

December 25th, 2019 - Welcome to Hyundai Forums Welcome to the Hyundai Forums where you can ask questions or find answers on anything related to Hyundai Cars Please join our friendly community by clicking the button below it only takes a few seconds and is totally free You'll be able to ask questions about your car or chat with the community and help others

**Check Engine Light On Problems of Hyundai Santa Fe part 1**

December 23rd, 2019 - Hyundai Santa Fe owners have reported 79 problems related to check engine light on under the engine and engine cooling category The most recently reported issues are listed below Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Hyundai Santa Fe based on all problems reported for the Santa Fe